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Completely revised and updated, the fourth edition of Aunt Minnie's Atlas and
Imaging-Specific Diagnosis is an excellent study tool for radiology board
examinations. This classic textbook is divided into all radiology subspecialties
written by experts in their academic fields and includes images, history, findings,
diagnosis, and discussion. "Aunt Minnie's Pearls" at the end of each case help
reinforce the key features and provide a quick review of major salient points.
Perhaps the largest single collection of Aunt Minnie-like cases in any one
publication, it features more than 380 cases and over 1,000 images representing
all modalities and subspecialties in diagnostic imaging.

Applied Radiological Anatomy
Atlas of Breast Imaging provides comprehensive information about mammography
and ultrasound, correlating them with biopsy results. This second edition includes
111 case studies, complete with well-illustrated mammography and USG images,
as well as decriptions of the pathologies. Most of the images in the first edition
have been replace by digital images, and the second edition is more
comprehensive, containing 1000 images to cover pathologies. All the case studies
and images relect the wide spectrum of mammography and sonography changes
that may appear in a disese, rather than just the most common manifestation.
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Breast MRI Interpretation
2004 RSNA Bestseller!Early detection is our most effective means for reducing the
number of unnecessary deaths caused by breast cancer; however, the lack of
skilled mammographic readings, especially in early stage breast cancer, makes
this a less effective tool than it could be. In this book, one of the world's most
renowned mammographers shares his decades of experience in the analysis and
interpretation of mammographic images. With Dr. Tabar's clear procedures and
expert guidance, you will learn to discern the most subtle of pathologic changes to
ensure that patients receive optimal and timely treatment. You will also improve
your ability to recognize the full range of normal anatomic variability, avoiding
unnecessary additional imaging and interventional procedures.This book contains
more than 1,600 high-definition images, many in full-color, to demonstrate
anatomic structures, variations in normal tissue, and difficult-to-identify
abnormalities. You will also appreciate clear photographs of pathologic specimens,
including subgross 3-D, and large, thin-section histologic sections, correlated with
mammographic images. The result of more than two decades of intensive clinical
experience, this is the ultimate mammographic atlas for developing expert
interpretive skills. No radiologist or breast imager should be without this highly
instructive professional reference.
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Breast Ultrasound
Comprehensive guide to mammography, ultrasound and MRI correlation. Second
edition fully updated and expanded, including 111 case studies with high quality
mammography and USG images.

Improving Breast Imaging Quality Standards
The names Tabr and Dean are associated with high-quality mammography
worldwide. In this fourth edition of the bestselling Teaching Atlas of
Mammography, readers are again invited to share in the authors experience of
analyzing and evaluating mammograms. Their systematic approach not only
instills a full understanding of the principles of mammography but also provides
the requisite knowledge and tools to arrive at a highly accurate differential
diagnosis.Rather than starting with the diagnosis and demonstrating typical
findings, the approach of this atlas is to teach the reader how to analyze the image
and reach the correct diagnosis through proper evaluation of the mammographic
signs. Prerequisites for the perception and evaluation of the mammographic
findings are optimum technique, knowledge of anatomy, and understanding of the
pathological processes leading to the mammographic appearances.Special
features: Revised and expanded case studies, based on 40 years of imaging
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experience, provide instructive long-term follow-up of patients over a period of up
to 25 years Offers a unique comparison of imaging findings with the corresponding
large thin-section and subgross thicksection (3D) histologic images to facilitate an
understanding of the pathologic processes and the mammographic appearances
they lead to Includes an abundance of coned-down compression views, microfocus
magnification views, and specimen radiographs to support the analytic workup
Teaching Atlas of Mammography and the Breast Cancer book series by the same
authors are essential for residents in radiology and practicing radiologists who
need the highest level of training in the radiologic anatomy of the normal breast
and the changes associated with benign and malignant lesions. They will help
ensure that all clinicians acquire the optimal technique and knowledge of
pathologic processes necessary to reach a correct diagnosis, and achieve the best
long-term outcomes for their patients.

Reeder and Felson’s Gamuts in Radiology
MRI is increasingly being used by radiologists to confirm diagnoses and perform
operative procedures of the breast. MRI's contrast between soft tissues in the
breast is many times greater than that obtained by plain-film mammography. As
opposed to x-rays, which are known to cause damage to cellular DNA, the
magnetic fields and radiowaves used with MRI are not known to have any longterm biologic effect. MRI of the breast requires intravenous injection of a contrast
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agent, which helps highlight breast abnormalities. The American Cancer Society
has advised women at high risk for breast cancer to have an MRI. This book, a
collaboration between an experienced breast imager and a breast surgeon,
contains 100 cases and covers high risk screening, extent of disease evaluation, as
well as the full range of benign and malignant tumors found in the breast: DCIS,
invasive ductal cancers, and invasive lobule cancers. Rare lesions such as
phyllodes, mucinous, liposarcomas, and myotiboblastomas are also covered.
Pathologic correlations are included where appropriate. This book has a special
emphasis on preoperative planning involving MRI and thus may also appeal to
surgical oncologists specializing in breast cancer.

Breast Imaging Expert Radiology Series E-Book
In two bestselling editions, this cornerstone atlas has taught radiologists how to
systematically analyze mammograms and arrive at a correct diagnosis. In this new
third edition, conventional histology and full-color 3D images make mammographic
findings even more understandable.Highlights of this classic text include: * The
most comprehensive atlas of its kind, based on 80,000 mammographic screening
examinations* Offers a proven, two-step method of analyzing plain film
mammograms* Produced in an oversized format that allows for exquisitely clear
reproduction of images and makes obscure lesions easy to locate* Includes an
abundance of coned-down compression views, microfocus magnification views, and
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specimen radiographs * Contains hundreds of practice cases to hone your
diagnostic skillsReview By AuntMinnie.com

A Teaching Atlas of Case Studies in Diagnostic Imaging
Drs. Elizabeth Morris and Laura Liberman, two rising stars in breast MRI from the
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, edited this superbly illustrated practical
guide. Introductory chapters are devoted to diagnosis and cover the basics of
performing breast MRI exams, setting up a breast MR program, and understanding
clinical indications. Additional chapters discuss breast interventional procedures. A
diagnostic atlas completes the volume. Radiologists, residents, and fellows will
benefit from this guide's thorough examination of image interpretation, which
highlights pitfalls that specialists must recognize.

Teaching Atlas of Mammography
A Teaching Atlas of Case Studies in Diagnostic Imaging is an essential educational
tool for radiology residents preparing for fellowship and board examinations, and
for practising radiologists. The section on musculoskeletal imaging includes the
latest procedures, recent advances and trends, bringing the atlas firmly up to date.
This book is enhanced by nearly 600 radiographic images, and written by expert
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radiologists from the United Arab Emirates, ensuring authoritative content
throughout.

Breast Ultrasound
This book offers a single publication to be utilised comprehensively as a reference
manual within current mammographic clinical practice for use by assistant
practitioners and practitioners as well as trainees in radiography and related
disciplines. In recent years mammographic clinical practice and technology have
evolved rapidly and become increasingly sophisticated, this book will cover these
issues. The public feel increasingly empowered to ‘have a say’ in their care and
expectations of their mammography experience is high. Consequently a welltrained, well-informed practitioner is of paramount importance in clinical practice
today. This book addresses patient/client-related issues in the form of
psychological and emotional support they may require. This will enable the reader
to gain insight into the patient/client perspective and thereby assist in meeting
their needs.

MR Imaging of the Lumbar Spine
First volume in state-of-the-art radiologic text-atlas series details anatomy of the
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lung, mediastinum, and heart Normal imaging anatomy and variants, including
both diagnostic and surgical anatomy, are the cornerstones of radiologic
knowledge. Imaging Anatomy: Text and Atlas Volume 1, Lungs, Mediastinum, and
Heart is the first in a series of four richly illustrated radiologic references edited by
distinguished radiologist Farhood Saremi MD and coedited by Damian SanchezQuintana MD/PhD, Hiro Kiyosue MD, Francesco F. Faletra MD, Meng Law MD,
Dakshesh Patel MD, and Shane Tubbs MD, with contributions from an impressive
cadre of international authors. The exquisitely crafted atlas provides high quality
multiplanar and volumetric color-coded imaging techniques utilizing CT, MRI, or
angiography, supplemented by cadaveric presentations and color drawings that
best elucidates each specific anatomic region. Twenty-one chapters with concise
text encompass thoracic wall, mediastinum, lung, vascular, and cardiac anatomy,
providing readers with a virtual dissection experience. Many anatomical variants
along with pathological examples are presented. Key Highlights More than 1,700
illustrations enhance understanding of impacted regions Lung anatomy including
the pleura, pulmonary arteries, pulmonary veins, and lymphatics Discussion of the
tracheobronchial system, mediastinum and thymus, thoracic aorta and major
branches, systemic veins, lymphatics and nerves of the thorax, diaphragm, and
breast Heart anatomy including the atrioventricular septal region; aortic,
pulmonary, mitral and tricuspid valves; coronary arteries and myocardial perfusion;
coronary veins; and pericardium This superb resource is essential reading for
medical students, radiology residents and veteran radiologists, cardiologists, as
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well as cardiovascular and thoracic surgeons. It provides an excellent desk
reference and practical guide for differentiating normal versus pathologic anatomy.
This book includes complimentary access to a digital copy on
https://medone.thieme.com.

Breast MRI Teaching Atlas
The second edition of The Practice of Breast Ultrasound is an indispensable
reference for the latest techniques in detecting common breast pathologies. New
in this edition are guidelines for quality control and an expanded chapter on 3D
scanning. More than 700 high-quality images, including new 100 images,
demonstrate concepts of pathology and facilitate comprehension of diagnostic
techniques. The book is organized into three main sections enabling radiologists,
residents, and sonographers with various levels of expertise to rapidly locate topics
of interest.Basic Course Provides an introduction to the fundamental principles of
breast ultrasound, equipment selection, and standard protocols for the
examination Reviews sonographic anatomy of the breast and axilla Describes
approaches to interpreting and managing common benign and malignant lesions
Includes a new chapter dedicated to the American College of Radiology's Breast
Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) that presents the lexicon and
categories for feature analysis and quality assurance Intermediate Course Presents
guidelines on how to use feature analysis in analyzing lesion findings Discusses the
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complementary roles of ultrasound, mammography, and the clinical evaluation
Addresses a different pathological condition in each chapter Features high-quality
images as well as diagnostic checklists that apply the BI-RADS feature categories
of shape, margins, boundaries, echo patterns, and effects on the surrounding
tissue, enabling the clinician to perceive patterns associated with specific
abnormalities and to arrive at interpretations that lead to appropriate patient
management plans Advanced Course Presents the latest information about imageguided intervention for diagnosis, preoperative breast cancer staging, posttreatment follow-up, and advanced or investigational ultrasound technologies, such
as 3D/4D ultrasound, real-time compound scanning, harmonics, wide field-of-view,
Doppler techniques, and elastography

Abbreviated MRI of the Breast
This atlas is an excellent visual aid to interpreting breast imaging findings and a
valuable complement to Breast Imaging, Second Edition. The atlas contains 489
images depicting the various mammographic, ultrasonographic, and MRI findings
encountered in clinical practice. Over 250 legends highlight key teaching points.
The opening section presents screening cases. Subsequent sections are organized
according to the categories defined in the American College of Radiology Breast
Imaging Reporting and Data System (BIRADS(R)).
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Practice of Breast Ultrasound
Prepared by a preeminent breast imaging expert, this case-based teaching file
atlas presents a clinically oriented approach to screening, diagnostic evaluation,
and management of patients with breast conditions encountered by radiologists.
Dr. Cardeñosa takes the reader through more than 170 actual patient cases, from
classic "Aunt Minnies" to more complex and controversial problems in screening,
diagnostic evaluation, and patient management. Cases are thoroughly illustrated
with clear, sharp images—over 800 images total—and include multiple imaging
studies, pathology studies, and pathologic correlations where appropriate.
Emphasis is on determining the clinical significance of abnormalities or potential
abnormalities detected on images.

Digital Mammography
A didactic, illustrated guide to the use of ultrasound as a diagnostic tool in clinical
practice. Prepared by an international group of experts with wide experience in
both developed and developing countries, the manual responds to the need for a
basic reference text that can help doctors, sonographers, nurses, and midwives
solve imaging problems when no experts are available. With this need in mind, the
manual adopts a practical approach aimed at providing a thorough grounding in
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both the techniques of ultrasound and the interpretation of images. The need for
extensive supervised training is repeatedly emphasized. Because the clinical value
of ultrasound depends so greatly on the experience and skill of the operator, the
manual makes a special effort to alert readers to common pitfalls and errors, and
to indicate specific clinical situations where ultrasound may not be helpful or
reliable as a diagnostic tool. Explanatory text is supported by numerous practical
tips, warnings, checklists and over 600 illustrations. The opening chapters explain
how ultrasound works, outline the factors to consider when choosing a scanner,
and introduce the basic rules of scanning, including advice on how to recognize
and interpret artefacts. Guidance on the selection of ultrasound equipment
includes clear advice concerning where costs can be spared and where investment
is essential. The core of the manual consists of seventeen chapters providing
guidance on scanning techniques and the interpretation of images for specific
organs and anatomical sites, with the most extensive chapter devoted to
obstetrics. Each chapter contains illustrated information on indications for
scanning, preparation of the patient, including choice of transducer and setting of
the correct gain, general scanning techniques, and specific techniques for
identifying anatomical landmarks and recognizing abnormalities. The manual
concludes with WHO specifications for a general-purpose scanner judged entirely
suitable for 90-95% of the most common ultrasound examinations.

Manual of Diagnostic Ultrasound
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Detect and identify breast lesions at the earliest possible stage with Making the
Diagnosis: A Practical Guide to Breast Imaging. Dr. Jennifer Harvey and Dr. David E.
March utilize a practical, case-based approach to help you select and make optimal
use of today's imaging options. Learn the right questions to ask when viewing a
mammogram, MRI, or ultrasound. Zero in on the key information you need to know
with highly templated, concise chapters followed by case studies that reinforce and
expand your knowledge. Distinguish normal variants and lookalike lesions from
cancer thanks to expert, highly visual guidance on all relevant imaging modalities.
Interpret the findings you're likely to see in practice with the aid of high-quality
images, enhanced with arrows and labels to help you recognize and identify
suspicious lesions. Access the entire text and images online at
www.expertconsult.com.

Lobar Approach to Breast Ultrasound
Praise for the previous edition:Well organised and beautifully illustratedA good
book for trainee breast radiologists and radiographers[and] an extremely useful
reference textbook for more experienced practitioners.--RAD MagazineThe second
edition of this generously illustrated case-based reference provides a systematic
visual collection of pathologic entities and a detailed assessment of how to
optimize sonographic technique as well as how to approach the integration of
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mammography, sonography, MRI and PET/CT in breast cancer diagnosis. The book
begins with a focus on teaching practical methods to analyze and incorporate
mammographic, sonographic, and magnetic resonance findings in the clinical
setting. The closing chapters are devoted to illustrating the applications of PET as
demonstrated by specific clinical cases.Features of the second edition: Emphasis
on the importance of high-resolution sonography Three new chapters on the use of
MRI and PET in breast imaging Numerous new case studies -- including helpful
pearls and pitfalls -- that focus on common and uncommon examples of metastatic
and non-metastatic disease Charts and outlines that provide rapid reference for
the clinical workup of a lesion More than 800 images that help identify both
mammographic and sonographic abnormalities This thorough reference is ideal for
radiologists, mammographers, oncologists, gynecologists and all clinicians looking
to broaden their visual sonographic experience. Its user-friendly format makes it a
handy text for radiology residents in breast rotations.

Atlas of Breast Imaging
Although mammography is the primary method used for breast cancer screening,
screening mammography is limited especially in women with dense breasts, which
includes nearly 50% of all women in the United States. Despite improvements such
as digital mammography, computed aided detection, and digital breast
tomosynthesis, breast cancer continues to be a leading cause of cancer-related
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death in women. The recent proliferation of screening breast ultrasound has led to
increased health care costs and false positives, with only a slight improvement in
breast cancer detection. It is time for a better test. This is the first textbook
dedicated to the subject of abbreviated breast MRI (AB-MR). The editors are
principal investigators in the first multicenter trial evaluating AB-MR. Each chapter
is authored by a leading expert in the field of breast MRI. AB-MR only takes 10
minutes or less to perform, has a comparable cost to screening breast ultrasound,
and detects twice as many cancers compared to combined screening with
mammography and ultrasound. The improved performance of AB-MR is
irrespective of breast density, family history, overall breast cancer risk, and cancer
characteristics (e.g. type, staging, invasive or intraductal, primary or recurrent). As
such, it will likely become a routine screening tool in women with dense breasts.
Key Features A background on breast MR imaging including a review of current
research data Fundamental guidelines for implementing, performing, and
interpreting AB-MR Technical approaches with proven efficacy, including biopsy
methods Accurate interpretation presented in an easy-to-read flow chart format
More than 250 high quality color illustrations AB-MR has the potential to help
radiologists overcome breast cancer screening limitations and change current
standards of practice. This book provides radiologists with the necessary tools to
quickly incorporate AB-MR into clinical practice, with an ultimate goal of improved
breast cancer detection rates and patient outcomes.
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Multimodality Breast Imaging
Imaging of the Breast, by Drs. Lawrence Bassett, Mary Mahoney, Sophia Apple, and
Carl D'Orsi, enables you to more accurately interpret the imaging findings for even
your most challenging cases. A comprehensive look at breast imaging, it correlates
radiologic images with pathology slides to strengthen the accuracy of your
diagnosis. This entry in the Expert Radiology Series also addresses topics such as
appropriateness criteria for various imaging approaches, the BI-RAD quality
assessment and reporting tool, and image-guided interventional procedures.
Confidently interpret breast imaging findings by looking at how various radiologic
presentations correlate with pathology studies. Make the best imaging decisions
with comprehensive coverage of the appropriateness criteria for various imaging
modalities. Comply with accepted reporting standards thanks to in-depth
information on Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System. Enhance your
interventional radiology skills with detailed guidance of these techniques. View
breast pathology clearly with full-color images throughout.

Breast Ultrasound
Dr. Kopans' best-selling text and reference on breast imaging is now in its
thoroughly revised, updated Third Edition. The author combines a complete,
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superbly illustrated atlas of imaging findings with a comprehensive text that covers
all imaging modalities and addresses all aspects of breast imaging--including
breast anatomy, histology, physiology, pathology, breast cancer staging, and
preoperative localization of occult lesions. This edition includes state-of-the-art
information on a new modality, breast tomosynthesis, as well as on digital
mammography, MRI, ultrasound, and percutaneous breast biopsy. The book
contains more than 1,500 images obtained with the latest technology, including
many new mammograms and scans using other imaging modalities. FEATURES: Information on anatomy, histology, physiology, pathology, breast cancer staging,
and preoperative localization of occult lesions - Discusses breast disease from a
wider viewpoint than just how to perform and interpret mammography NEW TO
THIS EDITION: - Digital mammography - Major revisions in the MRI, ultrasound, and
interventional sections - Updated figures included in this edition - Updated
information on MR, US, and percutaneous breast biopsy

Gray’s Surface Anatomy and Ultrasound E-Book
This expanded new, full colour edition of the classic Applied Radiological Anatomy
is an exhaustive yet practical imaging resource of every organ system using all
diagnostic modalities. Every illustration has been replaced, providing the most
accurate and up-to-date radiographic scans available. Features of the second
edition: • Completely new radiographic images throughout, giving the best
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possible anatomic examples currently available • Both normal anatomy and
normal variants shown • Numerous colour line illustrations of key anatomy to aid
interpretation of scans • Concise text and numerous bullet-lists enhance the
images and enable quick assimilation of key anatomic features • Every imaging
modality included Edited and written by a team of radiologists with a wealth of
diagnostic experience and teaching expertise, and lavishly illustrated with over
1,000 completely new, state-of-the-art images, Applied Radiological Anatomy,
second edition, is an essential purchase for radiologists at any stage of their
career.

Atlas of Breast Imaging
State-of-the-art resource details effective breast MRI techniques for improved
screening and diagnosis Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the breast has
evolved into an important breast cancer screening tool and major advance in
women's health. Breast MRI is currently the most sensitive detection technique for
both non-invasive and invasive cancers and follow-up in women with a new breast
cancer diagnosis. It is increasingly becoming the go-to imaging method for
screening women at high and intermediate risk of breast cancer and those with
dense breast tissue on mammography. Yet despite its reliability and growing use,
many radiologists lack the expertise to accurately perform breast MR image
interpretation. Breast MRI Interpretation: Text and Online Case Analysis for
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Screening and Diagnosis by Gillian M. Newstead reflects insights and expertise
from one of the leading authorities on breast imaging. The book is a highly
practical reference on evaluation and interpretation of breast MR imaging, with
discussion of the modality as a screening and diagnostic tool. Topics include image
acquisition and interpretation, clinical implementation, managing findings, and
overcoming problems. Key Highlights About 3,000 illustrations from the University
of Chicago including single selected images, side-by-side images at different time
points and acquisition parameters, and 3-D images enhance understanding of
breast imaging Select online case studies enable readers to review and interpret
entire MRI datasets Discussion of advanced acquisition techniques and future
potential applications including non-contrast imaging, quantitative dynamic
imaging, and artificial intelligence using advanced computer analytic methods This
remarkable resource streamlines the breast MRI process, enabling radiologists to
incorporate this imaging modality into practice, conduct screening and diagnostic
exams more efficaciously, and interpret findings accurately. Note: The online case
studies are only accessible via the online version of this book on MedOne. Access
to MedOne is available inside this eBook.

Teaching Atlas of Breast Ultrasound
Praise for the previous edition:Well organised and beautifully illustratedA good
book for trainee breast radiologists and radiographers[and] an extremely useful
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reference textbook for more experienced practitioners.--RAD MagazineThe second
edition of this generously illustrated case-based reference provides a systematic
visual collection of pathologic entities and a detailed assessment of how to
optimize sonographic technique as well as how to approach the integration of
mammography, sonography, MRI and PET/CT in breast cancer diagnosis. The book
begins with a focus on teaching practical methods to analyze and incorporate
mammographic, sonographic, and magnetic resonance findings in the clinical
setting. The closing chapters are devoted to illustrating the applications of PET as
demonstrated by specific clinical cases.Features of the second edition: Emphasis
on the importance of high-resolution sonography Three new chapters on the use of
MRI and PET in breast imaging Numerous new case studies -- including helpful
pearls and pitfalls -- that focus on common and uncommon examples of metastatic
and non-metastatic disease Charts and outlines that provide rapid reference for
the clinical workup of a lesion More than 800 images that help identify both
mammographic and sonographic abnormalities This thorough reference is ideal for
radiologists, mammographers, oncologists, gynecologists and all clinicians looking
to broaden their visual sonographic experience. Its user-friendly format makes it a
handy text for radiology residents in breast rotations.

Teaching Atlas of Chest Imaging
This book focuses on the lobar anatomy of the breast and on the sick lobe concept
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– a novel theory of breast cancer development that is gaining ever wider
acceptance – and explores their significance for innovative surgical treatment.
Special attention is paid to the role of ductal echography, a technique capable of
clearly depicting the structures of cancer in relation to the structures of the sick
lobe. Having established a sound theoretical and practical basis through detailed
coverage and correlation of anatomy, pathology, and imaging appearances, the
book goes on to describe a revolutionary surgical approach particularly suitable for
the treatment of multifocal and multicentric breast carcinomas. Such tumors
account for more than a third of all cases of breast carcinoma and are often
treated by mastectomy. The proposed new breast-conserving technique yields
excellent cosmetic results and entails a very low risk of recurrence. The book will
appeal to a wide readership, including radiologists, surgeons, oncologists,
pathologists, as well as residents.

Teaching Atlas of Interventional Radiology
Gamuts in Radiology is the world's most complete, best known, and most trusted
guide to radiologic differential diagnosis. Since 1975, radiologists the world over
have used it to ensure that every diagnostic possibility is considered. For the
Fourth Edition, Dr. Maurice M. Reeder has assembled an all-new board of Section
Editors who have completely revised and updated their respective sections. New
features in the fourth edition include: over 250 new gamuts, updates in more than
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80 percent of the previous gamuts, an entire new section on obestetrical
ultrasound.

Making the Diagnosis
This companion to the best-selling Teaching Atlas of Interventional Radiology:
Diagnostic and Therapeutic Angiography covers the latest techniques in the field of
interventional radiology used to treat non-vascular diseases.Each case begins with
a discussion of critical aspects of the disease process and differential diagnoses to
teach you how to quickly recognize the presentation of diseases and disorders. The
atlas guides you through all stages of management, from initial diagnosis to
determining best method of treatment and the therapeutic options available.
Highlights: 55 procedures for the neck and thorax; the abdomen, including the
gastrointestinal system, liver, biliary system, and pancreas; the reproductive
system; and the urinary system and adrenal glands A step-by-step approach to
diagnosis and treatment Pearls and pitfalls highlight key points and warn of
potential errors More than 300 illustrations demonstrate important concepts Here
is the essential guide for interventional radiologists, residents, and other specialists
seeking to improve their management of non-vascular disorders and problems that
they often see in practice.
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Aunt Minnie's Atlas and Imaging-Specific Diagnosis
Two-thirds of degenerative diseases of the vertebral column involve the lumbar
spine. Magnetic resonance imaging plays a pivotal role in diagnosis and treatment.
With more than 450 illustrations and 78 case studies illustrating various
constellations of findings, this book provides a wealth of illustrations that guide the
reader through the MR imaging of lumbar disk herniations and spinal stenosis:
Impressive series of MR images illustrate both common and unusual findings,
helping to enhance conceptual understanding and sharpen diagnostic perception.
Clinical findings and progression are covered in addition to MRI findings, helping
the reader to appreciate the correlations between clinical and imaging findings.
The role of diagnostic imaging is addressed for specific disorders, helping to foster
the more discriminating use of imaging procedures in the lumbar spine.The book
concludes with a chapter on the current technique of performing CT-guided
injections at the lumbar level.

Imaging Anatomy
This atlas serves as a basic introduction to breast MRI. Organized by case, it
emphasizes pertinent breast MRI findings and common indications for breast MRI.
Topics include breast MRI basics, benign findings, breast malignancy, high-risk
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conditions, interesting cases, and breast implants. Brief teaching points
accompany each case and highlight the importance of the findings. Breast MRI
Teaching Atlas is an ideal resource for diagnostic radiologists, residents, fellows,
and clinicians involved in the care of breast cancer patients, including surgeons,
oncologists, and obstetricians/gynecologists.

Breast Imaging
This lavishly illustrated book is your comprehensive, hands-on guide to evaluating
chest images. It is ideal for reading cover-to-cover, or as a reference of radiological
presentations for common thoracic disorders. With this book, you will learn to
interpret chest images and recognize the imaging findings, generate an
appropriate differential diagnosis, and understand the underlying disease process.
The atlas begins with a review of normal thoracic radiography, CT, and MR
anatomy, and goes on to present cases on a wide range of congenital, traumatic,
and acquired thoracic conditions. Each case is supported by a discussion of
etiology, pathology, imaging findings, treatment, and prognosis in a concise, bullet
format to give you a complete clinical overview of each disorder. More than 1,050
high-quality images demonstrate normal and pathologic findings, and
complementary scans demonstrate additional imaging manifestations of disease
entities.Residents, fellows, and general radiologists called upon to interpret chest
images will find this easy-to-use book invaluable as a learning tool and reference. It
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is also a must for thoracic radiologists, pulmonary physicians, and thoracic
surgeons who must read chest images --especially of challenging cases.

Clinical Breast Imaging
Devoted specifically to the complex region of the head and neck, this clinically
oriented book brings you up-to-date on new imaging protocols and patient
strategies. You'll find complete coverage of all imaging modalities, including their
advantages and disadvantages in obtaining a complete work-up of the patient.
More than 100 cases stress "real-life" clinical problems, supported by 700 highquality radiographs and illustrations. Highlights: Each case presents a complete
patient work-up and is heavily illustrated for maximum comprehension
Manageable size allows you to absorb key concepts without wading through
extraneous material Conveniently organized by anatomic region Complete with
tips, pearls, and controversial issues that bring you to the forefront of the specialty
For all practitioners taking the radiology boards and the CAQ exam in
neuroradiology, this book is essential; it is also ideal for residents rotating through
the subspecialty.

Teaching Atlas of Mammography
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This atlas describes and illustrates a novel approach, referred to as full breast
ultrasonography (FBU), that represents a challenge to conventional breast imaging
diagnosis. The coverage encompasses examination technique, diagnostic criteria,
the imaging features of a wide variety of lesions, and role in follow-up. FBU
involves anatomic ultrasound scanning based on the ductal echography technique
proposed by Michel Teboul, supplemented by Doppler and real-time
sonoelastography. The approach offers a variety of advantages. Compared with
MRI it has a lower cost, wider availability, better resolution, and improved
correlation with anatomy. Compared with mammography it has the benefits of
absence of irradiation and pain, applicability in all cases, and better overall
accuracy. Furthermore, the standardized technique of acquisition and
interpretation means that it is suitable as a screening test, unlike classic
ultrasonography. FBU is applicable in ultrasound BI-RADS assessment and is of
value in depicting both benign and malignant conditions. It can be recommended
as a first-line method of diagnosis and for the follow-up of treated breasts,
regardless of the patient’s age, sex, or physical condition.

Breast Imaging: The Requisites E-Book
Atlas of Breast Imaging
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A concise, superbly illustrated textbook that brings together a reliable, clear and
up to date guide to surface anatomy and its underlying gross anatomy, combined
with a practical application of ultrasound and other imaging modalities. A thorough
understanding of surface anatomy remains a critical part of clinical practice, but
with improved imaging technology, portable ultrasound is also fast becoming
integral to routine clinical examination and effective diagnosis. This unique new
text combines these two essential approaches to effectively understanding clinical
anatomy and reflects latest approaches within modern medical curricula. It is
tailored specifically to the needs of medical students and doctors in training and
will also prove invaluable to the wide range of allied health students and
professionals who need a clear understanding of visible and palpable anatomy
combined with anatomy as seen on ultrasound. Concise text and high quality
illustrations, photographs, CT, MRI and ultrasound scans provide a clear, integrated
understanding of the anatomical basis for modern clinical practice Highly
accessible and at a level appropriate for medical students and a wide range of
allied health students and professionals Reflects current curriculum trend of
heavily utilizing living anatomy and ultrasound to learn anatomy An international
advisory panel appointed to add expertise and ensure relevance to the variety of
medical and allied health markets Inclusion of latest ultrasound image modalities
Designed to complement and enhance the highly successful Gray’s family of
texts/atlases although also effective as a stand-alone or alongside other
established anatomy resources
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Teaching Atlas of Head and Neck Imaging
Now in its 3rd Edition, this bestselling volume in the popular Requisites series, by
Drs. Debra M. Ikeda and Kanae K. Miyake, thoroughly covers the fast-changing field
of breast imaging. Ideal for residency, clinical practice and certification and MOC
exam study, it presents everything you need to know about diagnostic imaging of
the breast, including new BI-RADS standards, new digital breast tomosynthesis
(DBT) content, ultrasound, and much more. Compact and authoritative, it provides
up-to-date, expert guidance in reading and interpreting mammographic,
ultrasound, DBT, and MRI images for efficient and accurate detection of breast
disease. Features over 1,300 high-quality images throughout. Summarizes key
information with numerous outlines, tables, ''pearls,'' and boxed material for easy
reference. Focuses on essentials to pass the boards and the MOC exam and ensure
accurate diagnoses in clinical practice. Consult this title on your favorite e-reader,
conduct rapid searches, and adjust font sizes for optimal readability. All-new Breast
Imaging-Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) recommendations for management
and terminology for mammography, elastography in ultrasound, and MRI. Step-bystep guidance on how to read new 3D tomosynthesis imaging studies with example
cases, including limitations, and pitfalls. More evidence on the management of
high risk breast lesions. Correlations of ultrasound, mammography, and MRI with
tomosynthesis imaging. Detailed basis of contrast-enhanced MRI studies. Recent
nuclear medicine techniques such as FDG PET/CT, NaF PET.
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Breast MRI
This volume is a complete and definitive guide to performing and interpreting
breast ultrasound examinations. The book explains every aspect of the
examination in detail—from equipment selection and examining techniques, to
correlations between sonographic and mammographic findings, to precise
characterization of sonographic abnormalities. A chapter on Doppler
characterization of breast lesions is included. Complementing the text are more
than 1,500 illustrations, including ultrasound scans, corresponding mammographic
images, and diagrams of key aspects of the examination.

Breast Cancer - The Art and Science of Early Detection with
Mammography
Mammography is an important tool for detecting breast cancer at an early stage.
When coupled with appropriate treatment, early detection can reduce breast
cancer mortality. At the request of Congress, the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) commissioned a study to examine the current practice of mammography
and breast cancer detection, with a focus on the FDAâ€™s oversight via the
Mammography Quality Standards Act (MQSA), to identify areas in need of
improvement. Enacted in 1993, MQSA provides a general framework for ensuring
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national quality standards in facilities performing screening mammography,
requires that each mammography facility be accredited and certified, and
mandates that facilities will undergo annual inspections. This book recommends
strategies for achieving continued progress in assuring mammography quality,
including changes to MQSA regulation, as well as approaches that do not fall within
the purview of MQSA. Specifically, this book provides recommendations aimed at
improving mammography interpretation; revising MQSA regulations, inspections,
and enforcement; ensuring an adequate workforce for breast cancer screening and
diagnosis; and improving breast imaging quality beyond mammography.

Atlas of Breast Imaging with Mammography, Ultrasound and
Mri Correlation
Breast Imaging presents a comprehensive review of the subject matter commonly
encountered by practicing radiologists and radiology residents in training. This
volume includes succinct overviews of breast cancer epidemiology, screening,
staging, and treatment; overviews of all imaging modalities including
mammography, tomosynthesis, ultrasound, and MRI; step-by-step approaches for
image-guided breast interventions; and high-yield chapters organized by specific
imaging finding seen on mammography, tomosynthesis, ultrasound, and MRI. Part
of the Rotations in Radiology series, this book offers a guided approach to breast
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imaging interpretation and techniques, highlighting the nuances necessary to
arrive at the best diagnosis and management. Each chapter contains a targeted
discussion of an imaging finding which reviews the anatomy and physiology,
distinguishing features, imaging techniques, differential diagnosis, clinical issues,
key points, and further reading. Breast Imaging is a must-read for residents and
practicing radiologists seeking a foundation for the essential knowledge base in
breast imaging.

Breast MRI
Comprehensive guide to mammography, ultrasound and MRI correlation. Second
edition fully updated and expanded, including 111 case studies with high quality
mammography and USG images.

Breast Imaging
(1E 1991) Analytic criteria for the interpretation of focal sonographic lesions/highresolution ultrasound imaging/etc.

Atlas of Full Breast Ultrasonography
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This book is a detailed, accessible and comprehensive reference manual reflecting
current guidance & citing recent peer-reviewed evidence. It is written by and for
radiographers. Through text and diagrams the fundamental skills and techniques
for acquisition of high quality diagnostic images are explained and demonstrated;
high quality ultrasound images throughout underpin instruction on accurate image
interpretation and diagnosis. Inclusion of unusual and rare appearances allow the
reader to avoid common pitfalls and resolve diagnostic dilemmas. Step-by-step
guide to performing, interpreting and reporting breast ultrasound examinations
Extensive coverage of underlying principles and practice of breast ultrasound
Holistic chapter on ultrasound of the male breast Experienced editor and
contributing team with current experience in clinical practice and educational
delivery Application specific physics and equipment chapters
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